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Abstract 
Tollefson, J.L., Normal surfaces minimizing weight in a homology class, Topology and its 
Applications 50 (1993) 63-71. 
In this paper we use elementary combinatorial methods of PL topology to study the intersection 
of normal surfaces which are least weight in a homology class. Our point of view is that of Jaco 
and Rubinstein in which a theory of least weight normal surfaces is developed and used to give 
new proofs of the equivariant sphere theorem and the equivariant loop theorem. Our main result 
is a generalization of a theorem of Hass: If G is a group acting simplicially on a triangulated 
orientable 3-manifold M such that Fix(G) is a subcomplex and there exists a nontrivial element 
(Y in H,( M; 2) with g,(u) = fa for each g E G then there exists an equivariantly embedded 
normal surface F representing the homology class cy. The proof of Hass relies on the differentiable 
theory of minimal surfaces while ours is a simple, self-contained topological proof. 
Keywords: 3-manifold, normal surface. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M99. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let M be a 3-manifold with a fixed triangulation Y. A surface F properly 
embedded in M is defined to be a normal surface [l] if it intersects the tetrahedra 
of Y in the following fashion: F is in general position with the l-skeleton 9”) and 
intersects each tetrahedron A of .T in linear triangles or quadrilaterals such as a 
tetrahedron in R’ intersects a family of planes disjoint from its vertices. A typical 
model is shown in Fig. 1. Each disk component of A n F is called an elementary 
disk of F. A normal isotopy of M is an isotopy which leaves the simplices of 9 
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Fig. 1. A model of elementary disks. 
invariant. Up to normal isotopy, an elementary disk is determined by the manner 
in which it separates the vertices of A and we refer to the normal isotopy class of 
an elementary disk as its disk type. There are seven possible disk types in each 
tetrahedron corresponding to the seven possible separations of its four vertices. 
Each elementary disk E in F is the linear span of its vertices E n T(l) and it is easy 
to see that the normal surface F is uniquely determined by the finite collection of 
points F n T--(‘). The weight of F, denoted by wt(F), is the number of points in 
which F meets the l-skeleton of Y. 
If two elementary disks El, E2 in a tetrahedron A intersect transversely then 
E, n E2 is an arc LY properly embedded in A and cx spans the interior of distinct 
2-faces of A. We say that CY is a regular arc of intersection if there exists a pair of 
disjoint elementary disks having the same disk types as E, and E2. This is equivalent 
to the property that the union of the vertices of E, and E2 spans a disjoint pair of 
elementary disks. Such is always the case except when E, and E, are quadrilateral 
disks of different disk types. We will use a slightly specialized definition of transver- 
sality between two normal surfaces. Two normal surfaces F and G are said to 
intersect transversely if each pair of elementary disks from F and G, respectively, 
intersect transversely. Suppose that normal surfaces F and G intersect transversely 
and each intersection curve of F n G is regular in the sense that it is a union of 
regular arcs. In this case, there is a unique (embedded) normal surface F + G, called 
the geometric sum of F and G, determined by the points (F u G) n .T--(‘). As a regular 
intersection curve is orientation preserving [3], there are always two possible cut-and- 
paste operations along each intersection curve of F n G. There is a unique one, 
called a regular exchange (see Fig. 2), which preserves the normal isotopy classes 
of the elementary disks. The geometric sum F + G is the surface which results from 
performing a regular exchange along each (regular) intersection curve of F n G and 
then straightening by a normal isotopy. 
Now consider an intersection curve (Y, regular or not, of the normal surfaces F 
and G and suppose one performs a cut-and-paste operation along LY that is not a 
regular exchange. Then there exists a tetrahedron A containing elementary disks 
E’c F, E”c G intersecting in an arc E’n E”c (Y such that one of the disks produced 
by the cut-and-paste operation along E’n E” meets a 2-face of A in an arc p with 
ap contained in some l-simplex. We call such an arc p a ford (see Fig. 3). In the 
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Fig. 2. Regular and irregular exchanges. 
Fig. 3. Fold created by cut-and-paste along an irregular curve. 
same spirit, we say that a surface K, intersecting .Y’*’ transversely, contains a fold 
if there exists a 2-simplex u such that some component of an K is an arc with 
both endpoints in a l-simplex of .Y. 
Lemma 1.1. Let F and G be normal surfaces which intersect transversely. Suppose K 
is a surface obtained by cut-and-paste operations along the curves F n G. Then K does 
not contain folds if and only if (i) each component of F n G is a regular curve and 
(ii) each cut-and-paste operation is a regular exchange. 
Proof. If each cut-and-paste operation is a regular exchange along a regular curve 
then K is the normal surface F+ G and does not have folds. 
Suppose that a is a component of F n G along which the cut-and-paste operation 
is not a regular exchange. In the construction of K, perform the cut-and-paste 
operation along cy first and then stop for a moment. It is easy to see that a fold p 
has been formed in some 2-simplex V. We want to observe the effect that the 
remaining cut-and-paste operations have on j?. We may assume that the cut-and-paste 
operation along CY has been performed in such a way that /3 =PFu&, where 
PnF=PF, PnG=&, and pF n PG c (Y. Let e denote the l-simplex containing 
~3p and let y be the closed arc in e bounded by a@ Then y u /3 forms the boundary 
of a disk D in CT. 
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The cut-and-paste operations used in the construction of K define a collection 
of cut-and-paste operations in u between arcs of an F and arcs of cm G. If we 
view these operations in u individually as cut-and-paste operations between pairs 
of arcs A, A’ which are components of u n F, IT n G, respectively, some will form a 
fold in u and some will not. Notice that any single cut-and-paste operation between 
arcs A, A’ not producing a fold can be realized, up to normal isotopy, by moving 
each arc via a normal isotopy so as to interchange two endpoints lying on the same 
edge of u. 
We may assume that LY and p have been chosen such that p is outermost in the 
sense that among all the cut-and-paste operations in u at points of intersection lying 
on D, the one at flF n PG is the only one to produce a fold in u. Consider again 
arcs A, A’ which are components of F n CT, G n a, respectively. Then A n pF = 9, or 
pF and A'n PG = 0 or PG. If A n p # 0 then A has one endpoint in y and similarly 
for A’. Thus, the remaining cut-and-paste operations at points in D are normal 
isotopic to the result of sliding the endpoints of arcs around inside y. The image 
of p after this process is still a fold as illustrated in Fig. 4. (This argument can- 
not be made for surfaces formed by cut-and-paste operations on three normal 
surfaces.) 0 
&:e>~::LL~ 
Fig. 4. Once a fold is formed, it remains. 
2. Least weight normal surfaces 
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a triangulated 3-manifold. Suppose G is a surface which is in 
general position with the 2-skeleton of M. If G represents a nontrivial element in 
H2( M; 2) then there exists a normal surface F homologous to G such that wt( F) d 
wt( G). 
Proof. We can perform modifications on G to transform it into a normal surface 
F using the four operations described in Steps 2-5 of the proof for Theorem 2.3 in 
[3]. Since these operations involve only disk compressions (surgeries) and isotopies, 
they do not affect the homology class of G and hence F - G. Moreover, these 
operations do not increase the weight of the surface. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let M be an orientable, triangulated 3 -manifold. Let G, , Gz be normal 
surfaces in M which are homologous up to orientation and intersect transversely. If G, 
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and G, are each least weight in their homology class then all intersection curves of 
G, n G, are regular and the geometric sum G, + G2 is the disjoint union of two normal 
surfaces G{ , GL such that G; - G, and Gi - G,. 
Proof. We may assume orientations are such that G, u G2 - 0. Hence there exists 
an oriented submanifold X of M - (G, u G,) such that aX = G, v G,. Choose a 
component M, of X. Let cr be a component of (G, n G2) meeting c?M, and choose 
a small regular neighbourhood U of (Y. There are four components of U - (G, u GZ) 
but only one can meet M, . Otherwise the orientation of aM, induced by that of X 
would be incompatible with the orientations of G, and G2 near (Y (see Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. Incompatible orientations of JM, and G, u G, 
Let H, = 61 M, n G, and Hz = 8 M, n G2. We can perform cut-and-paste operations 
along all the double curves in dM, to obtain two surfaces (G, - H,) u Hz, (G, - H2) u 
H, which are homologous to G, , G2, respectively. Since G, , G, are least weight 
in their homology classes, it follows that wt( H,) = wt( Hz). It is also true that each 
intersection curve is a regular curve and that along these curves the above cut-and- 
paste operations agree with the normal surface geometric sum. To see this, observe 
that the failure of either condition would lead to a situation in which at least one 
of the surfaces (G, -H,) u H2 or (G, - Hz) u H, contains a fold. Such a fold can 
be removed by an isotopy which decreases weight, contradicting the fact that these 
surfaces already have least weight. We repeat this process until we obtain disjoint 
surfaces G: , Gi which are homologous to and have the same weight as G, , G2, 
respectively. Clearly, G{ u G; is normal isotopic to the geometric sum G, + G,. q 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold with a triangulation Y. Suppose that 
G,, G2 are least weight normal surfaces relative to those representing nontrivial 
homology classes. Assume that G, is homologous to a surface disjoint from G2 and 
that G2 is homologous to a surface disjoint from G,. Then all intersection curves 
in G, n G2 are regular and G, + G, = G:’ u Gi where G;’ - G, , Gg - G2 and GT n 
G;=@ 
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Proof. We may assume that the normal surfaces G, and G, intersect transversely. 
Both must be connected for otherwise there would be a component of less weight 
representing a nontrivial homology class. Since G, is homologous to a surface 
disjoint from Gz it follows that G, n G2 is null-homologous on G2. Similarly, G, n G2 
is null-homologous on Gz. Thus G, n G2 separates G, into Gi , G;’ and Gz into 
G;, Gi. Choose the labeling such that G; has weight less than or equal to the 
weights of G;‘, G; and G;. By cut-and-paste operations, form the two pairs of 
surfaces E’=GiuG;, E”=G;uG,” and F’=G;uG;‘, F”=G;uGi. 
Case 1: One of the four surfaces F’, F”, E’, and E” is null-homologous. Assume 
that F”- 0 as the arguments are the same in the other cases. Then E’- G, and 
E” - G,. Since neither E’ nor E” can have weight less than wt(G,) = wt( G,), it 
follows that wt(Gy) = wt( G;). Hence wt(E’) = wt( E”) = wt( G,). If the cut-and-paste 
operation producing E’, E” does not correspond to the geometric sum along regular 
intersection curves, then one of the least weight surfaces E’ or E” contains a fold. 
But this cannot occur since an isotopy removing the fold would decrease the weight. 
Thus G,+G,= E’u E”. 
Case 2: All of the surfaces F’, F”, E’, E” represent nontrivial homology classes. 
One can deduce from the inequalities wt( E’) 2 wt( G,), wt( E”) 3 wt( G,), wt( F’) 2 
wt( G,), wt( F”) 2 wt( G,) that wt( Gi) = wt( G:‘) = wt( G;) = wt( G;). Thus each of the 
surfaces F’, F”, E’, E” is a least weight surface representing a nontrivial homology 
class. However, at least one contains a fold which leads to a contradiction. Thus 
this case cannot occur. 0 
3. Equivariant surfaces 
Let M be a triangulated, orientable 3-manifold on which there is a simplicial 
action by a group G. We say that a surface F is G-equivariant if for each component 
K of F and each gEG either g(K)=K or g(K)nK=@. We let Fix(G)= 
{x (g(x) =x for some g E G}. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold with a triangulation T. Let G be a 
finite group of simplicial homeomorphisms of M with Fix(G) a subcomplex. Let 
a E H,(M; 2) be a homology class such that g(a) = ia for all g E G. If F is a least 
weight normal surface representing a then every intersection curve between images of 
F is regular and the geometric sum CnSG g (F) is a disjoint union of least weight, 
G-equivariant normal surfaces Fp such that F, is homologous to g(F). 
Proof. Since wt(g(F)) = wt(F) for g E G, each g(F) is least weight in its homology 
class. We first consider the case when G is acting freely. Let F be a least weight 
normal surface in M representing the homology class LY. We may assume that for 
every g, h E G, the normal surfaces g(F) and h(F) intersect transversely. It follows 
from Theorem 2.2 that every intersection curve of g(F) n h(F) is regular. Consider 
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the normal surface C gtC g(F) obtained by forming the geometric sum of all the 
images of F under G. This unique normal surface determined by the equivariant 
collection of points [lJglG g(F)] n 9’) is automatically G-equivariant. It also 
follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that if we track each g(F) through the 
construction of this sum, forming the geometric sum of one pair of normal surfaces 
at a time, we reach the geometric sum C,, G g(F) which is the desired disjoint union 
of G-equivariant normal surfaces F, such that F, is homologous to g(F). 
Now suppose that Fix(G) # 0. The normal surfaces F and g(F) do not intersect 
transversely (in our sense) along Fix(g) n F. Observe that, up to normal isotopy, 
there is a unique geometric sum F + g( F) obtained by first moving the surfaces by 
normal isotopies to make them intersect transversely and then forming the geometric 
sum. For our purposes, we need to be more specific in order to obtain the desired 
equivariant sum. For each point u E Fix(G) n F n T--(“, choose a small neighborhood 
I, in 9’) such that the family of neighborhoods {I,} is G-equivariant. Now the 
argument is the same as in the free case if, when forming the geometric sum, we 
replace each v by the two endpoints VI, v” of I, as shown in Fig. 6. 0 
Fig. 6. Equivariant regular exchange along Fix(G) viewed in T(*‘. 
We now extend Theorem 3.1 to the case where G is an infinite group. The proof 
is somewhat more complicated and we need to measure the progress of the sim- 
plifications in the family {g(F) ) g E G} as in [3]. The complexity S’,(F) is defined 
to be COEG %Y( F, g(F)), where %‘( F, g(F)) is 0 if g( F) = F and otherwise %( F, g(F)) 
denotes the number of isolated points in F n g(F) n Tcr’ along which F and g(F) 
are locally transverse plus the number of l-dimensional components of F n Fix(g). 
Theorem 3.2. Let M be an orientable j-manifold with a triangulation 5. Let G be a 
group of simplicial homeomorphisms of M with Fix(G) a subcomplex. Suppose that 
there is a nontrivial element (Y in H2(M; 2) such that g,(o) = +a for each g E G. 
Then there exists an equivariantly embedded normal surface Frepresenting the homology 
class a. 
Proof. Let F be a closed, oriented normal surface representing the homology class 
(Y such that F is least weight among all surfaces representing (Y. We may assume 
that for each g E G, the components of the normal surfaces F and g(F) intersect 
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transversely (except along Fix(g)) or are invariant under g. Since F is compact 
there are only a finite number of g E G such that g(F) meets F. Among all least 
weight normal surfaces representing the homology class cz, assume that F is one 
with %&(F) minimal. We show that F is the desired G-equivariant surface. 
We first show that if g E G has infinite order then F n g(F) = 0. Suppose g E G 
has infinite order and g(F) n F # 0. Clearly, no component of F can be invariant 
under g” for n # 0. Thus, there exists a largest positive integer n such that g”(F) n 
FZ0. Let C=g”(F)nE Since g’“(F)nF=fLl it follows that Cng-“(C)=0. By 
Theorem 2.2, the geometric sum g”(F) + F + gp”( F) contains a least weight normal 
surface F’ homologous to F. 
We want to show that %&(F’) < VG(F). For this, we go back through, step by 
step, the formation of the geometric sum in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let M, be a 
component of M - (F u g”(F)) whose closure meets a small regular neighborhood 
U of some double curve LY in only one of the four components of U - (F u g”(F)). 
LetH,=aM,nFandH,=aM,ng”(F).Thesurfaces(F-H,)uH,and[g”(F)- 
Hz] u H, , which are homologous to F and g”(F), respectively, are the result of 
cut-and-paste operations along all the double curves in aM, . These cut-and-paste 
operations agree with the geometric sum. This same situation also occurs between 
g-“(F) and F along g-“(dM,) c gp”( C). The surfaces [g-“(F) - gp”( H,)] u 
gm”(H2) and [F-C’(HJl u g-“(H,), which are homologous to g-“(F) and F, 
respectively, are likewise the result of cut-and-paste operations along all the double 
curves in gm”(dM,) agreeing with the normal surface geometric sum. 
The cut-and-paste operations we perform along dM, u gp”(dM,) leave the weight 
unchanged. It also does not increase the contribution to the complexity of F from 
points off dM, u g-“(aMI) and strictly decreases it along dM, u gp”(dM,). To see 
this we carefully compare the complexities of F and the least weight normal surface 
F’ homologous to F arising from the geometric sum g”(F) + F + gm”( F). Let K be 
a component of H, . Since C n gP”( C) = 0 it follows that either K n gp”( H2) = 0 or 
there is a component X of g-“( Hz) such that either K c X or X c K. 
Subcase a: K n g-“( Hz) = 0. In forming the sum, K is taken away and g-“(K) 
is added to what will eventually become F’. The contributions in i and g-“(i) 
to the complexity are the same. 
Subcase b: K c X c g-“(Hz). In forming the sum, X (and thus K) is taken away 
and g-“(K) is added to what will eventually become F’. The contribution in X to 
the complexity is at least as great as that in g-“(k). 
Subcase c: Xc K for Xc g-“(H,). In forming the sum, K is taken away and 
g-“(K) (which includes g”(X)) is added to what will eventually become F’. The 
contributions in E? and in g-“(k) to the complexity are the same. 
A similar analysis applies to the components K’ of gP”( H2). Thus we see that F’ 
has not gained any complexity over that of F from the contribution of points in 
the interiors of the components exchanged during the cut-and-paste operations. 
Now we observe that there is a strict decrease in the contribution to the complexity 
from points along the intersection curves C and gP”( C). Notice that the only orbits 
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Fig. 7. Complexity before and after a regular exchange. 
of aM, to meet F are c?M, and g-“(aM,). The regular exchanges create no essentially 
new crossings and the crossing points along aM, and g-“(dM,) are removed (Fig. 7). 
Thus, the contribution to the complexity in the 2-simplices of 5 meeting dM, 
or g-“(dM,) is strictly decreased, showing that %,(F’) < %&(F). Therefore F n 
g(F) =0. 
Now suppose there exists an element g E G of finite order, say n, such that 
g(F) n F # 0. Let H =(g) be the finite subgroup of G generated by g. It follows 
from Theorem 3.1 that the geometric sum F+g(F)+ . . . + g”-‘(F) is a disjoint 
union of least weight H-equivariant normal surfaces Fi such that Fi is homologous 
to g’(F). 
We compare the complexities of %( F u g(F) u . . . u g”-‘(F)) = k%‘(F) and 
%‘(F;J + . . . + %(Fk_,). As before, the number of points counted in the complexity 
is not increased off the intersection curves along which the regular exchanges are 
done. However, all the points counted along the regular curves where the regular 
exchanges take place are eliminated. Thus %(Fb)+ * . . + %( FL_,) < k%‘(F). It fol- 
lows that one of the surfaces FI must have complexity less than that of F. The least 
weight normal surface gmi( F:) is homologous to F and has strictly less complexity, 
which is a contradiction. Thus F must be G-equivariant. 0 
Remarks. (I) A proof of the Equivariant Loop Theorem using normal surface theory 
is given in [3]. Thus, in the context of the above theorem, one can show that there 
exists a G-equivariant, incompressible surface representing a using only the com- 
binatorial PL arguments of normal surface theory. 
(2) The results in this paper are easily extended to properly embedded surfaces 
representing a relative homology class in H,( M, dM; Z). 
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